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Introduction
The principal components of the intermediate filament (IF) cytoskeleton in simple epithelial cells are keratin K8 and keratin K18 (Moll et al., 2008) . The central function of this keratin filament system is to provide protection against mechanical and physiological stress (Omary et al., 2009) . Keratins differ from the other members of the cytoplasmic IF protein family such as vimentin and desmin by forming obligate hetero-coiled coils with one monomer from sequence homology class I (SHC I or type I), i.e. K9-K28 and K31-K40, and one monomer from SHC II (or type II), i.e. K1-K8 and K71-K86 (Herrmann and Aebi, 2000; Moll et al., 2008; Strelkov et al., 2003) . Like all IF proteins, keratins exhibit a tripartite organization with a central α-helical, coiled-coil forming "rod" domain that is flanked by non-α-helical, intrinsically disordered amino-terminal "head" and carboxy-terminal "tail" domains ( Figure   1A ). Between different IF proteins, the α-helical domains match by the amino acid number, whereas the head and tail domains extensively vary in length and amino acid composition. In contrast, the structural organization of the α-helical rod is highly conserved, exhibiting major segments of 7-residue (heptad) and 11-residue (hendecad) repeats that are interrupted at identical sites by non-α-helical linkers (Chernyatina et al., 2015; Herrmann and Aebi, 2004; Herrmann et al., 2009 ).
IFs are notoriously insoluble under physiological conditions and for their biochemical characterization, they have to be denatured using agents such as urea. The basic building block of IFs is a dimer of two molecules arranged as a parallel coiled-coil ( Figure 1B) . A stable dimer forms spontaneously without any need for chaperones when the completely unfolded proteins are dialyzed from 8 M to 6 M urea. Analytical ultracentrifugation has verified this intrinsic property of vimentin IFs (Herrmann et al., 1996; Lichtenstern et al., 2012) . By further lowering the urea concentration to 5 M urea, two dimers assemble into an anti-parallel, half-staggered tetrameric complex (Herrmann et al., 2002; Parry and Steinert, 1999; Parry, 2005; Szeverenyi et al., 2008) . The relative orientation of the individual monomers in a tetramer has been resolved by chemical cross-linking (Parry D.A.D., 1995) and in some more detail by X-ray crystallization in combination with EPR-techniques (Aziz et al., 2012; Chernyatina et al., 2012) . Under low ionic strength conditions, the tetramer is stable. Although keratins are obligate heterodimers in filaments, on their own they interact to different degrees, although they do not assemble into IFs. K8 was demonstrated to form homodimers and with increased protein concentration, higher order complexes; in contrast, K18 forms monomers and only at higher protein concentration assembles further (Lichtenstern et al., 2012) . These properties may be indeed of interest in cellular situations of unbalanced protein expression, such as encountered in liver diseases (Guldiken et al., 2015) .
The formation of K8/K18 complexes and their assembly into filaments has been extensively studied by analytical ultracentrifugation, viscometry, and electron microscopy (Hatzfeld and Franke, 1985; Lichtenstern et al., 2012) . To investigate the assembly properties of keratins with respect to the subunit dynamics, we used hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) monitored by mass spectrometry (MS) to obtain insights into the dynamic structural properties of full-length keratins in solution. We studied and compared defined oligomeric states of keratins by selecting appropriate pH and ionic strength buffers. HDX coupled to MS (HDX-MS) is an established alternative method of protein structure analysis (Marcsisin and Engen, 2010; Wales and Engen, 2006) . This technique allowed us to overcome the limitations of the classic methods, like the molecular mass limit and high protein concentration required for NMR or the necessity to obtain a protein crystal. HDX-MS probes the susceptibility of main-chain amide protons to exchange with bulk solvent. Thus, it allows mapping the hydrogen-bonded network stability in different regions of the protein and thereby differentiates their well-structured and flexible regions. This methodology allows studying a protein or its higher order complexes in native buffer conditions at micromolar concentrations, in principle without mass limit. The method, however, is categorized as a medium-level resolution technique since the exchange is measured for proteolytic peptides of the protein of interest and not for single amide protons.
HDX-MS was recently used to study coiled-coil structure dynamics, for example, the triple coiled-coil of fibrinogen (Marsh et al., 2013) and the troponin complex double coiledcoil (Bou-Assaf et al., 2011) . Fibrinogen displayed substantial differences in dynamics along its sequence, with the terminal regions more stable than the medium segments of the coiledcoil, which in some cases showed no measurable protection against the exchange. NMR can also monitor HDX at residue level resolution, but up to now it has only been applied to study coiled-coil dynamics of short peptides (Goodman and Kim, 1991) .
In this study, we have applied HDX-MS to keratins K8 and K18 and thereby obtained detailed insight into the in-solution structural properties of these proteins at various organizational levels. We have mapped the stable and flexible regions in K8 and K18 preparations and thus identified segments that reveal differences in HDX upon heterocomplex formation and furthermore upon transition from tetramers to filaments. These data may furthermore serve as a generic model for the assemblies of other types of IF proteins and thereby provide new insights into their general dynamic structural properties.
Materials and Methods

Protein purification and oligomer/filament assembly
Keratins K8 and K18 were expressed in BL21 (DE3) bacteria using the pET system. We employed pET24a for K8 and pET23a for K18 using the NdeI site for the start methionine.
The proteins were isolated from inclusion bodies as previously reported (Nagai and Thøgersen, 1987) , with modifications as described (Herrmann et al., 1992) . Protein pellets were dissolved in column buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM EGTA, freshly deionized 8 M urea) and cleared by centrifugation in a 50 Ti rotor at 35,000 rpm in a Beckman ultracentrifuge for 1 h at 20 °C. Proteins were purified by ionexchange chromatography. Using Q Sepharose Fast Flow in 50 mL Econo-columns (BioRad) with 15 mL of settled resin, bound proteins were eluted with a gradient of 0 M to 0.3 M NaCl in column buffer (100 mL). The eluted fractions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, and appropriate fractions were pooled for further purification. Before they were applied to an SP Sepharose Fast Flow column, the combined fractions were diluted 1:1 with column buffer to reduce the salt concentration. Bound proteins were eluted as described for the Q-Sepharose Fast Flow column and desired fractions were identified by SDS-PAGE. Pooled keratin fractions were subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis to verify their purity. For stability control, keratin aliquots were dialyzed into 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0. Only those samples that showed no degradation bands on the SDS-PAGE were used for further analysis (Supplementary Figure S1) . Renaturation of urea-denatured proteins was essentially performed as described previously (Herrmann et al., 2004a) . Refolded proteins were concentrated using 10 kDa cut-off concentrators (Millipore) to obtain a final concentration of about 50 µM for individual keratins and 30 µM for the K8/K18 complex. The samples were centrifuged at 14,500 rpm in a bench-top centrifuge to remove any higher order aggregates.
All experiments were carried out at room temperature. We initiated filament assembly in 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0 by the addition of one-tenth volume of 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5.
Analytical ultracentrifugation
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) was performed in a Beckman analytical ultracentrifuge (model Optima XLA) equipped with an ultraviolet absorption optical system. Sedimentation velocity experiments were carried out in double-sector charcoal-Epon cells at 20 °C at 40,000 rpm. Scans were recorded at 230 nm using continuous scan mode and radial spacing of 0.003 cm. Absorbance scans were taken at 280 nm when the concentration of the sample was higher than 0.25 mg/mL. For the density and viscosity of the buffers, we assumed values as for water, so no correction to standard conditions (water, 20 °C) was needed. A partial specific volume of 0.712 mL/g for K8 and 0.713 mL/g for K18 was calculated using the program SEDNTERP V1.09, written by J. Philo, D. Hayes, T. Laue (http://www.jphilo.mailway.com/download.htm). Data were analyzed with DCDT+; V2.4.0, using the refined version of the derivative method (Philo, 2006) that implements the algorithms originally described in (Stafford, 1992) .
Electron microscopy
In parallel to the HDX-MS experiments, for EM we prepared negatively stained specimens of keratins in the respective assembly condition described above. Specimen preparation was exactly as described with samples fixed in solution with 0.1% glutaraldehyde in the respective buffer and deposition times of the samples on the grid between 30 s and 2 min (Herrmann et al., 2004b) . Grids were inspected using a Zeiss EM 900 (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).
Hydrogen-deuterium Exchange
In the first step of the analysis, the list of keratin peptides was established using a nondeuterated sample. 5 µL of the protein stock solution (30-50 µM) were diluted 10-fold by adding to 45 µL of one of the three H 2 O reaction buffer: 1) 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0; 2) 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4; and 3) 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. This dilution yielded a final concentration of 3-5 µM, corresponding to 0.3-0.5 mg/mL of protein. The sample was then acidified by mixing with 10 µL of H 2 O stop buffer (2 M glycine buffer, pH 2.5). The sample was digested online for 1.5 min using a 2.1 mm × 30 mm immobilized pepsin resin column (Porozyme, ABI, Foster City, CA) with 0.07% formic acid in water as the mobile phase (200 µL/min flow rate). The peptides were passed directly to the 2.1 mm × 5 mm C18 trapping column (ACQUITY BEH C18 VanGuard precolumn, 1.7 µm resin, Waters, Milford, MA). Trapped peptides were eluted onto a reversed phase column (Acquity UPLC BEH C18 column, 1.0 × 100 mm, 1.7 µm resin, Waters, Milford, MA) using a 8-40% gradient of acetonitrile in 0.1% formic acid at 40 µL/min, controlled by the nanoACQUITY Binary Solvent Manager. Total time of a single run was 13.5 min. All fluidics, valves, and columns were maintained at 0.5 °C using the HDX Manager (Waters, Milford, MA), with the exception of the pepsin digestion column, which was kept at 20 °C inside the temperature-controlled digestion column compartment of the HDX manager. The C18 column outlet was coupled directly to the ion source of SYNAPT G2 HDMS mass spectrometer (Waters, Milford, MA) working in Ion Mobility mode. Lock mass was activated and carried out using Leucine-enkephalin (Sigma). For protein identification, mass spectra HDX experiments were carried out as described for the non-deuterated sample, with the reaction buffer, prepared using D 2 O (99.8% Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.), and pH (uncorrected meter reading) adjusted using DCl (Sigma). After mixing 5 µL protein stock with 45 µL D 2 O reaction buffer, the exchange reactions were carried out for varied time periods, as specified in the text, at room temperature. The exchange was quenched by reducing the pH to 2.5 by adding the reaction mixture to stop buffer (2 M glycine buffer, pH 2.5) and cooling on ice. Immediately after quenching in the stop buffer, the sample was manually injected into the nanoACQUITY (Waters, Milford, MA) UPLC system.
Subsequently, pepsin digestion and liquid chromatography (LC) and MS analysis were carried out exactly as described above for non-deuterated samples.
Two control experiments were performed to account for in-and out-exchange artifacts, as described previously (Kacprzyk-Stokowiec et al., 2014) . In brief, to assess minimum exchange (in-exchange control), D 2 O reaction buffer was added to stop buffer that had been cooled on ice prior to addition of protein stock, and this mixture was immediately subjected to pepsin digestion and LC-MS analysis as described above. The deuteration level in an in-exchange experiment was calculated as described below and denoted as 0% exchange (M ex 0 ). For out-exchange analysis, 5 µL of protein stock was mixed with 45 µL of D 2 O reaction buffer, incubated for 24 h, mixed with stop buffer and analyzed as described above. The deuteration level in an out-exchange experiment was calculated and denoted as 100% exchange (M ex 100 ).
The above experimental scheme enabled us to obtain the same set of fragments from the control and HDX experiments. Each experiment was repeated three times, and the results represent the mean of these replicates.
HDX data analysis
The deuteration level for each peptide resulting from exchange was calculated in an Final data were exported to an Excel (Microsoft) spreadsheet for calculation of HDX mass shifts and fraction of exchange calculation. The percentage of relative deuterium uptake (% Deuteration) of a given peptide was calculated by taking into account both control values, following the formula:
Error bars for exchange fraction (f) were calculated as standard deviations of three independent experiments. The value of the difference in exchange (∆HDX) between two conditions of interest was obtained by subtracting the fraction of exchange measured in these conditions. Errors for ∆HDX value were calculated as the square root of the sum of variances of the subtracted numbers. Fitting of the split isotopic envelopes to a sum of two distributions was carried out using the HXExpress (http://www.hxms.com/HXExpress/) program (Guttman et al., 2013) . Final figures were plotted using OriginPro 8.0 (OriginLab) software.
Results
Oligomeric status of K8 and K18 as determined by AUC
We performed sedimentation velocity studies for K8/K18 hetero-oligomers (HRO) and the corresponding homomeric (HMO) preparations of K8 and K18 under ionic conditions that represent the stages of keratin assembly from soluble complexes to filaments: 1) in 2 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, known to yield soluble complexes for K8, K18 and K8/K18 (Lichtenstern et al., 2012) ; 2) in 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4; and 3) in 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, when keratins K8 and K18 assemble into long, regular filaments (Lichtenstern et al., 2012 (Odolczyk et al., 2013) .
Previous analyses, both by velocity sedimentation and equilibrium sedimentation studies, indicated that K8/K18 heteromeric complexes at pH 9.0 existed in the form of tetramers with s-values of 5.0 S at 0.15 mg/mL and 5.6 S at 0.7 mg/mL (Lichtenstern et al., 2012) . Quite differently, K8 by itself formed dimers at low protein concentration, but its svalue shifted from 4.2 S to 6.1 S at 0.7 mg/mL, indicating some further interaction of dimers.
Also, about 50% of K8 was present in complexes of 24 S at this higher protein concentration.
K18 was monomeric with s-values of 2.8 and 2.6 S at 0.15 to 0.7 mg/mL, respectively, although the formation of higher sedimenting species was not followed (Lichtenstern et al., 2012) .
For HDX experiments, we require stock protein concentrations of at least 3 mg/mL to perform a reliable peptide analysis after the ten-fold dilution of the samples with D 2 O.
Therefore, we analyzed the three sets of proteins (K8, K18, and K8/K18), in the concentration range, routinely used, i.e. 0.2 mg/mL. We also concentrated the proteins to between 3 and 6 mg/mL and then diluted them again ~20-fold to determine if the concentration regime affected the oligomeric state of the corresponding protein complexes.
Moreover, we attempted to quantify the ratio of low to high molecular weight complexes under these particular conditions.
The authentic K8/K18 heterotetramer complexes sedimented in the range of 4.4 S to 6.5 S at pH 9.0, with about 30% of the protein sedimenting at higher s-values ( Table 1 ). The concentration step did not have a marked effect on the sedimentation behavior (see values in Table 1 right to the backslash). At pH 8.4, sedimenting species with s-values of 4.7 to 4.8 and 6.6 to 6.7 S, respectively, were observed. Also under this pH regime, the prior concentration to 3 mg/mL followed by dilution did not significantly affect the sedimentation behavior of the soluble complexes. Again, up to 30% of the proteins were found in higher sedimenting fractions (Table 1 ). In contrast, at 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, our standard filament formation condition for K8/K18 (Lichtenstern etal., 2012) , massive filament formation occurred and AUC was therefore not applicable.
At pH 9.0, K8 sedimented at 3.7 and 3.9 S, respectively, representing 88% and 97%
of the recorded protein; minor species were found at 12 to 17 S (Table 1 ). In contrast, in a run following a preconcentration-dilution step, the percentage of protein found in the low s-value range dropped significantly (Table 1) . Hence, the concentrating regime caused an increase in higher-order complexes, stabilized probably by weak non-specific interactions, which did not dissociate completely upon dilution of the sample. For K18 at pH 9, a major fraction of the protein sedimented at 2.6 to 2.8 S, with higher sedimenting complexes appearing between 9 and 14 S (Table 1) . Similar to K8, the concentration-dilution step did not significantly affect the s-values of the small sedimenting complexes but caused as well a significant reduction in the percentage of the low sedimenting complex (2.7 S) compared to the control without concentration-dilution step. Hence, the aggregates were maintained after dilution.
EM of soluble keratin complexes
To visualize the protein complexes of higher s-value, we analyzed negatively stained samples by transmission EM. Before application to the EM grid, samples were briefly fixed with 0.2 % glutaraldehyde in solution to prevent rearrangements of the protein complexes on the glow-discharged grid surface. From the inspection of large areas on several grids, we observed that K8 alone formed relatively regular rodlets, both at pH 8.4 ( Figure 2A ) and at pH 7.5 (not shown). Complexes in the size range of tetramers and higher oligomers were not visualized well under these conditions of imaging, although they were abundantly present, evident as a "background pattern" on the grid as seen before previously (Eichner et al., 1985; Franke et al., 1982) K18 formed similar-sized although slightly less regular structures ( Figure 2B ). Through the concentration steps, the outlines of these complexes were unaltered ( Figure 2C , D).
Native K8/K18 filaments -a summary of structural features
For the assembly of various keratins, low ionic strength Tris-buffers of pH 7.2 to 7.5 are usually employed to generate single IFs (Coulombe and Fuchs, 1990; Hofmann et al., 2002; Lichtenstern et al., 2012) . In contrast, at higher protein concentrations physiological ionic strength buffers induce immediate strong bundling of newly formed individual filaments (Lieleg et al., 2011) . We have established here by EM that K8/K18 HROs form predominantly single filaments in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.5, despite the fact that assembly was initiated at a relatively high protein concentration followed by ten-fold dilution with buffered D 2 O (see also (Kayser et al., 2013) ). We measured HDX of soluble keratin filaments after different times of incubation. The overall observed exchange was rapid, with the strongest differences seen between the patterns of exchange observed after a short incubation time (10 s). Figures 3A, E and 3B, F show the levels of deuteration of K8 and K18 in filaments, respectively. Data obtained for all identified peptides are shown illustrating an overall high coverage of protein sequence, the internal consistency of the results for peptides covering the same region, and a good reproducibility of the results obtained in triplicates. The color-coded representation in Figure 3E , F summarizes the exchange levels in different regions of the protein.
Already after 10 s of exchange, we observed full deuteration in most of the head domains and throughout the entire tail domains for both proteins in the filamentous state.
This outcome indicates a lack of protection and thus, a lack of H-bonded structures in both the head and tail regions. Regions of the strongest protection are restricted to several peptides covering parts of the coiled-coil domain. For K8 ( Figure 3A , E), these regions include the Cterminal segment of coil 1A, the whole coil 1B region and region 330-390 of coil 2B i.e. the coiled-coil forming segment. For K18 ( Figure 3B, F and in N-terminal coil 1A. For K8, the partly protected region included coil 2A while, for K18, it included the center of coil 1B and the C-terminus of coil 2B. All of these regions belong to the coiled-coil rod domain of keratin filaments, but our HDX study unequivocally shows substantial differences in the dynamics within the coiled-coil rod segment. The most prominent region lacking protection was the N-terminal half of coil 2B in both proteins. In contrast to a fully well-protected coil 1B in K8, the equally well-protected region in coil 2B
was restricted to its central part, covering 60 aa in K8 and 55 aa in K18. In K8, the protection of linker L2 coalesced with the neighboring C-terminal coil 2A and the N-terminal coil 2B.
For K18, the protection of L2 was similar to that of the neighboring N-terminal coil 2B. The HDX experiment, thus, uncovered substantial differences in the dynamics of different regions assigned to coiled-coil structures with the most prominent region of increased exchange encompassing the N-terminal part of coil 2B. In contrast, the head, tail, and L12 regions showed no signs of H-bonded structures in filaments. However, the short coil 1A was found to be partitioned into two regions: the less protected N-terminus and the fully protected Cterminus. These data compare well with the concept that coil 1A may be in open conformation as a reflection of its dynamic role during filament elongation (Meier et al., 2009; Parry et al., 2007) .
Comparison of filaments and tetramers
By AUC, it had been noted that reconstitution of K8/K18 complexes into a 5 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.4, or 2 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 9.0, led to the formation of a mixture of tetramers and a smaller fraction of higher order oligomers. The prevalence of tetramers remained unchanged at pH 8.4 in samples subjected to a 10-fold concentration step. However at pH 9.0, the fraction of higher order oligomers in the 10-fold concentrated samples was slightly higher than in samples reconstituted directly into the protein concentration employed for the velocity runs (see above, and Table 1 ). This control was performed to reveal if the prior concentration of the samples for the 10-fold dilution with D 2 O would lead to any notable aggregation of the keratins.
The overall pattern of exchange at pH 8.4 (see Figure 3C , E and 3D, F) and pH 9.0 (Supplementary Figure S2) , in terms of the most and least protected regions was similar to that obtained for filaments, marked by a relatively strong protection of coil 1B and the Cterminal region of coil 2B in K8 and several short stable regions in K18 at positions 100, 205, and 330. Also, the fully flexible regions, the segments covering the head, tail, and linker L12
were the same under both conditions. For a detailed analysis of the differences between K8/K18 filaments and tetramers, one needs to compare the HDX patterns collected at different pH values (namely 7.5 vs. 8.4). It has been shown (Hvidt and Nielsen, 1966 ) that the observed rate constant of exchange k obs depends on the structural factors and the intrinsic rate of exchange in unstructured peptide, and can be calculated according to the formula:
where:
k op -rate constant for opening the structure to the exchange-competent state; k cl -rate constant for closing to the exchange-incompetent state k int -intrinsic rate constant of amide protons in the unstructured peptide.
Since k int at neutral pH depends in a linear way on the concentration of [OD -] ions, its pH dependence of k int needs to be accounted for in comparisons of the experiments carried out at different pH values.
To further simplify the formula, the two kinetic limits EX1, and EX2 can be considered. In the EX1 limit, k cl is assumed to be <<k int , with each opening event leading to the full exchange. In this case, we obtain k obs = k op . Because k obs in the EX1 limit become independent of k int , no compensation is required, and a direct comparison of results obtained at different pH reveals the structural differences (namely changes in k op ). For keratins, this is illustrated by the differential plots, in which the difference in fraction exchanged in tetramerpromoting and filament-promoting conditions is shown ( Figure 4A , B). It reveals difference in levels of exchange in several regions in K8, including N-terminal coil 1A, the coil2A-L2-coil2B interface, and coil 1B, 2B C-termini, while in K18 the differences encompass the center of coil 1B.
If the condition k cl <<k int is not fulfilled, however, the pH dependence of k int needs to be included in the analysis. For increasing k cl values, a second kinetic EX2 limit can be considered, as for k cl >>k int formula (1) becomes simplified to k obs = k int ·k op /k cl . In the EX2 Figure 4C ,D shows the results of the comparison of HDX patterns for K8 (C) and K18 (D) at pH 7.5 (80 s) and pH 8.4 (10 s) in the form of subtraction plots. In several regions, the strong differences observed in the direct comparison ( Figure 4A , B) become less pronounced but are still statistically significant, namely N-terminal coil 1A, coil 2B center, and C-terminal coil 2B.
Between the two extremes of the EX1 and EX2 regimes k cl increases, as does the denominator in formula (1). Thus, k obs values change in a monotonic fashion between the two extreme values. Therefore, independent of the exchange regime, obtained data indicate the stabilization of these three regions in filaments. There are also regions in which changes observed in Figure 4A ,B disappear (coil 1B in K18) or change sign as in the coil 2A-L2 region, so the character of changes depends on the exchange regime in these regions.
A closer inspection of the MS spectra obtained for N-terminal coil 1A peptides during the exchange revealed that the signals in this coil 1A region were split into two groups corresponding to two distinct structural forms. As illustrated in two peptides from K8, V 87 -F 105 and K 92 -F 105 (Supplementary Figure S3 , S3a), the splits were observed both for filaments at pH 7.5 (panels ii and iii) and for tetramers at pH 8.4, and 9.0 (panels iv and v).
These peptides have also been marked "95.5" and "98", respectively, in Figure 3A . In these peptides, upon incubation, the relative population of the protected form, marked "X," Figure S4 and Figure 5A ), or coil 2B peptide ( Figure 5B ) and coil 1B peptide (Supplementary Figure S5) in K18. The exchange pattern in these regions was characterized by a gradual decay of the fraction of protected form "X", following a prolonged incubation, implying EX1 mechanism and validity of the assumption k cl <<k int . Therefore, the analysis carried out under this assumption (shown in Figure 4A , B) applies. This indicates that the stabilization observed in several regions, especially at the coil 1A N-terminus, on transition from tetramers to filaments is substantial.
Overall, the analysis of the exchange pattern differences between filaments and tetramers revealed stabilization of a few well-defined regions which included N-terminal coil 1A, coil 2B centre and the C-terminus of coil 2B. These segments are juxtaposed in models describing the elongation process of ULFs to filaments. Furthermore, a complex pattern of structural splits of the HROs was detected in selected regions. This finding underscores a high level of dynamics that is retained even in filaments.
Properties without a partner: HDX-MS of HMOs reveals coexistence of two structural forms
Filament formation is a multi-step process that obligatorily starts from monomers and, therefore, the structural properties of HMO preparations are also of interest to understand the assembly process. Moreover, it is not known how the cell handles the coiled-coil forming partners after translation. Hence, knowledge of their intrinsic properties and their behavior in the absence of the obligate coiled-coil complex partner molecule is important.
We observed in our AUC experiments that keratin HMOs formed large aggregates in both K8 and K18 at pH 7.5, predominantly dimers (K8) and monomers (K18) at pH 8.4 (data not shown), while at pH 9.0 a strong prevalence of dimers (K8) and monomers (K18) was observed (Table 1) . However, the pre-concentration step necessary to carry out HDX experiments caused a strong decrease in the fraction of low s-value species (monomers for K18 and dimers for K8) observed after dilution. Instead, high order oligomeric forms prevailed, stabilized most probably by weak non-specific interactions.
Deuteration levels in HMOs of K8 and K18 were measured at different pH values, but further analysis is carried out using the data obtained at pH 9.0, since at higher pH the fraction of higher-sedimenting species was the lowest. Figures 6A and 6B show the results for K8 and K18, respectively. The most prominent feature of HDX in HMOs (also observed for lower pH preparations) was the presence of numerous regions with split isotopic envelopes. Different colors mark peptides representing each of these two forms. Again, strong splits indicated large differences in protection between the two structural states into which the HMOs were partitioned. All split peptides assigned to the unfolded form "Y" were poorly protected, indicating complete unfolding of many regions during frequent unfolding events.
Of interest, the very N-terminal peptides of the head domain, deprived of stable Hbonded structures in HROs, exhibited split isotopic envelopes in HMOs ( Figure 7A , B:
peptides S 2 -S 22 in K8 and S 2 -Y 13 in K18, marked "11.5" and "6.5", respectively, in Figure   6 ). This feature implied the presence of a somehow structured N-terminal head region in the folded form "X" of both keratin HMOs. We also detected a second region in the head domain of K18 (positions S 30 -R 55 ), which showed the same behavior. In HMOs, some regions of the head domain were engaged in a network of H-bonded interactions stabilizing the "structured"
form. These structured head segments were absent from HROs as well as from the unfolded form "Y" of HMOs.
There also were several structured regions in HMOs in which the split is absent, such as the well-protected C-terminal regions of coils 1B and coil 2B. These regions retained a well-defined structure in the transition from "structured" form "X" into the "unstructured"
form "Y". HMOs undergo folding-unfolding transitions, but only in restricted regions, the other regions are either stable or fully flexible. Figure 8 illustrates the placement of structured and unstructured regions in both forms.
The presence of massive splits and specific H-bonding networks in HMOs, which are absent in HROs, could in principle be attributed to the prevalence of higher order aggregates in HMOs. However, in HROs 20-30% higher order oligomers are also present but splits in many regions, and H-bonding networks in the head region are completely absent. So we find the possibility that weak non-specific interactions might be responsible for the observed well localized and HMO-specific patterns of H-bonding unlikely.
Levels of structural stability varied markedly along the sequence in the folded form of HMOs
In the structured form "X" of HMOs of both keratins at either pH, the head region can be divided into sub-regions: either structured (N-terminal and the one centered at position 45 in K18) or unstructured. The unfolded region extended from the C-terminus of the head region to the N-terminal half of coil 1A. These data corresponds well to the speculative view presented for the corresponding segment in vimentins based on the behavior of the corresponding synthetic peptide representing coil 1A (Strelkov et al., 2002a) . In general, in HMOs even in their structured form, the relatively stable regions are much shorter that in HROs, separated by longer unstable regions, also covering central parts of coils 1B and 2B.
In K8, the coil 2B flexible region was longer and covered a central part of the coil, whereas, in K18 it was shifted towards the N-terminus of this coil. The fully exposed central region of coil 2B in K8 encompassed the stutter region (G 342 marked by the arrow in Figure 6A ). The stutter region represents a disruption of the heptad repeat patterns in the middle of coil 2B (Strelkov et al., 2003) by introducing a hendecad repeat. This region is highly conserved among all IF proteins , and from atomic structures obtained by Xray crystallography of vimentin, K5/14 heterodimer, and lamin A, it became apparent that the stutter region represented two α-helical segments in parallel, also referred to as a "paired bundle" Strelkov et al., 2002b) . Substantial protection was shown by the peptides covering the stutter region in K18 (at Y 331 ; Figure 6B ).
Evidence of structure formation of head and tail segments only in HMO indicates that these segments interact with elements of the exposed coiled-coils in the absence of their proper partner. This interaction leads to stabilization of coiled-coils, as observed in the "structured" form of HMOs. Such pre-forming stabilization of α-helical segments along a monomer might be advantageous by means of increasing the number of productive encounters of monomers on the way to HRO formation.
For K18 HMOs at pH 9.0, the presence of split isotopic envelopes indicated the presence of the structured form, with unfolding events restricted to selected regions in different parts of the molecule. We suggest that the highly charged, mostly intrinsically disordered head and tail domains fold back in the absence of significant amounts of monovalent ions, onto the highly charged rod domain. This folding probably causes a considerable stabilization of the "structured" monomer. Correspondingly, an interaction of the tail domain with the rod has been demonstrated for type III IF proteins by immunological means (Kouklis et al., 1991) .
For K8 HMOs at pH 9.0, where dimeric species predominate, we observed that the isotopic splits and unfolding were restricted to the N-terminal half, around position 282.
Thus, monomers in the dimeric forms contact only via equally well-protected, short structured regions (coils 1B, 2B termini). In the "structured" form, the engagement of head peptides led to the stabilization of other regions of the coil segments.
The overall characteristic patterns of exchange for structured forms in HMOs were highlighted by a few well-defined strongly protected regions. In particular, this feature was revealed for regions at the C-termini of coils 1B and coil 2B. These regions were stable in both the structured and unstructured form for both proteins. In contrast, N-terminal regions of these coils were relatively stable only in the structured form. Unlike in the heterocomplex, there was a substantial segment of instability in the center of coil 1B of K8, less pronounced for K18. Moreover, much more pronounced regions of relative instability were discovered in coil 2B of both proteins. Also, the HMO-specific involvement of distinct head segments (K8 and K18) and tail segments (K18) in the stabilization of the structured forms of HMOs is noteworthy.
A strong structural difference between oligomeric HMOs and HROs
The differences between the exchange patterns in HMOs and HROs were visualized as differential plots ( Figure 9A ,B) obtained by subtracting the fraction exchanged in HRO (tetramers, pH 8.4) from that of the folded forms of HMO at pH 8.4. We observed an overall strong stabilization of the coiled-coil rod regions in HROs, as compared to HMOs. The strongest increases in stability for K8 were concentrated in the head-coil 1A interface and the centers of coils 1B and 2B. For K18, the stabilization effect was not as strong and was more evenly distributed across the entire rod region. The main difference between HMO and HRO forms was mainly the absence of internal regions of instability within coiled-coil segments.
This observation agreed with the fact that HROs, formed from one acidic and one basic keratin, are the native form found in keratin intermediate filaments. Thus, HROs are expected to be more stable than corresponding HMOs.
In contrast, we also observed regions that became less structured in HROs as compared to HMOs. The most prominent of these regions included two head segments and a large part of the tail in K18. In K18, both head and tail participated in the intramolecular stabilization of the coiled-coils. Head segments in K8 formed a network of interactions, most probably with the coiled-coil region of the dimer. Furthermore, two additional regions were found to be destabilized in HROs. For K8, this was a segment denoted as 313, and for K18, it was denoted as 277 (I 275 -T 280 ), both in the N-terminal part of coils 2B ( Figure 5A , B). The instability in the internal region of coil 2B, observed in HMOs, shifted towards the Nterminus of coil 2B in HROs, thus exposing these segments. This observation accounts for the phenomenon of the HRO-specific affinity of an antibody directed to a region surrounding position 313 in K8 (Waseem et al., 2004) .
From monomers to dimers to tetramers to filaments
The formation of keratin filaments from individual monomers to dimers, tetramers, and ULFs is a multi-stage process involving well-defined patterns of interactions at each stage of assembly. Our model study on HMOs suggests a possible scenario for this assembly.
Participation of the head and/or tail domains in the intramolecular interactions with preformed coiled-coil segments helps to stabilize them in monomers and dimers. When these low-order structures combine to form a K8/K18 HRO, the head, and tail interactions are replaced by intermolecular interactions of coiled coils. In the next step N-termini of coil 1A, C-termini and central segments of coil 2B become stabilized by the formation of an increased network of contacts within the filaments.
Discussion
In the work presented here, we employed HDX-MS to obtain insights into the structural properties of functional keratin K8 and K18 complexes at a medium-resolution level.
Therefore, we have mapped the hydrogen-deuterium exchange of amide protons of K8 and K18 complexes at different pH values, i.e. pH 9.0, pH 8.4 and pH 7.5. The rationale for choosing these conditions was that keratins correspondingly adopt distinct structures ranging from tetramers to filaments. At the intermediate pH value, higher than tetrameric oligomers but no filaments yet are obtained (Table 1) , indicating they are stalled for longitudinal annealing. Nevertheless, these complexes are true intermediates as during assembly by dialysis the tetramers necessarily transit this state on their way to filaments. In each case, we have localized regions characterized by varying levels of protection. Moreover, we have mapped structural signatures specific for heterodimers in their respective assembly complexes in comparison to oligomers formed by K8 and K18 alone to understand the genuine structural features of the productive dimeric building block.
A structural tetramer model for keratins K8 and K18
According to predictions from their primary amino acid sequences, the domain structure conservation in mammalian IF proteins is exceptionally high. Hence, the substructure of the central α-helical "rod" domain is partitioned into 35 amino acids to coil 1A, 101 to coil 1B, 19 to coil 2A and 121 to coil 2B (Parry D.A.D., 1995) (Fig. 1A ; for details see (Conway and Parry, 1988) ). These numbers are the same for all cytoplasmic IF proteins, keratins to neurofilament proteins and vimentin. Some little variation comes in with the "linker" domains L1, L12 and L2 connecting these four α-helical segments. Linkers L1 and L12 vary in length (~8 versus ~15 amino acids) and may contain amino acids not favorable for α-helix formation. L2 is always eight amino acids long; all amino acids are compatible with α-helix formation. Therefore, early on it was assumed that L2 together with coil 2A and coil 2B
forms a continuous α-helix termed coil 2 . For vimentin, this concept has been verified by X-ray crystallography (Chernyatina et al., 2012) . Hence, former coil 2A
and L2 together with the first one and a half heptad of coil 2B form a "paired bundle" of two α-helices, constituted by three 11-residue (hendecad) repeats and a single h to k segment (see Figure 1 in , and Figure1 in (Chernyatina et al., 2015) ). The remainder of coil 2B is a coiled coil except for one hendecad segment near the center of coil 2B, which was formerly named "stutter". Here again, the two α-helices run in parallel. This stutter is located at the very same position in all IF proteins (Strelkov et al., 2002) . According to the high sequence identity of vimentin with keratins K8 and K18, we assume, in the absence of X-ray structure, that the keratins exhibit a corresponding structural organization in this part of the dimer ( Figure 1C ). Furthermore, keratin K8 and K18 form tetramers that behave identically to vimentin tetramers as determined by analytical ultracentrifugation.
Their filament assembly proceeds also via longitudinal annealing of mini-filaments of the "unit-length" filament type (Herrmann et al., 2002; Lichtenstern et al., 2012) .
Overall exchange dynamics in tetramers and filaments
After we had worked out a procedure to employ the HDX method for keratins, we were able to address the question if significant alterations in the exchange dynamics in distinct regions of the coiled coils take place between tetramers and filaments. Firstly, we observed increased dynamics in coil 2B as compared to coil 1B. Secondly, the dynamic character of the coil 2B N-terminus is largely retained in filaments. Thirdly, in filaments coil 1B of K8 shows slightly higher stability than coil 1B in K18 (Fig. 3A, B) . Even though this finding seems counterintuitive at first thought -as both proteins interact in the form of a coiled coil, previous work has demonstrated that substantially variable exchange of amide proton at different sites within one and the same coiled coil may occur (Goodman and Kim, 1991) .
Last but not least, our data give experimental support to previous models of filament assembly. In the context of full-length, unmodified keratins we have now localized unique structural elements that undergo stabilization in the transition from tetramers to filaments, namely: N-terminus of coil 1A, coil 2B center and C-terminus. These three segments are assumed to be brought close to each other in the filament model.
Heads and tails
The importance of the head domain of IF proteins for assembly has been noted early on (Heins and Aebi, 1994) . In particular, headless IF proteins do not form tetramers under tetramer assembly conditions indicating that the head domains mediate an interaction between neighboring coiled-coil dimers (Herrmann et al., 1996) . This interaction is most likely achieved by ionic interactions of the basic arginine residues and the acidic patches on the rod domain. Note that the vimentin head contains 12 arginines and that the rod exhibits 24 acid residues in excess of basic ones. Moreover, the spatial distribution of basic and acidic residues in the rod is evolutionarily conserved. Thus, Parry and Conway assumed that this striking regularity in the homology distribution of the ionic residues of the major classes of IF proteins in functional terms emerged "... probably as a consequence of its importance in specifying the aggregation of molecules in IF" (Conway and Parry, 1988) . A comparison of the amino acid sequences of keratin K8 and K18 reveals that the charge properties are very similar to those of vimentin.
Our study shows that both in tetramers and filaments, no H-bonded networks are present in the head domains. This finding is in agreement with their previously suggested overall structural flexibility and lack of structure (Omary et al., 2006) . On the other hand, the head domain is essential for directing alignment of dimers, stabilization of tetramers, and elongation and assembly of IFs (Hatzfeld and Burba, 1994; Hatzfeld et al., 1987; Herrmann and Aebi, 2004) . The direct involvement of the head region in stabilizing the tetramer complex can be rationalized by the formation of a network of ionic interactions involving the multiple arginines without accompanying H-bonding networks. Glycine loop motifs of the form XaaGly n , where Xaa stands mainly for aromatic residues with less frequent long aliphatic chains. These have previously been suggested to induce structural ordering into IF protein head domains (Parry and Steinert, 1995; Herrmann and Aebi, 1998a) . Also, salt bridges involving basic residues from the head domain are essential for tetramer formation in K8/K18 and IF assembly ). The tails are not needed for the formation of tetramers (Herrmann et al., 1996; Mücke et al., 2004) .
Our data show, however, that some segments in the head domains of K8 and K18 as well as in the tail domain of K18 can be structured through the participation of an H-bonded network, but only when keratins are deprived of their native partners, i.e. in homomeric preparations in which keratins do not form specific oligomers larger than monomers (K18) or dimers (K8). In these forms structurally well-defined H-bonded head segments are prominent whereas they are absent in tetramers and filaments. Of interest, structured segments of heads correlate with clusters of positively charged residues. In K8, seven out of nine and in K18 five out of six of the basic head residues (arginine or lysine) are localized within structured segments. In contrast, glycine loop clusters (in K8 at F 46 -M 60 and in K18 at G 56 -Q 78 ) lie outside these segments. Our results suggest that the intra-molecular interactions within segments of the head allow maintaining, even at the level of monomers, an α-helical structure of coil 1B, which is a core stabilizing unit of the tetramer. Additionally, the tail region, which has no decisive role in IF assembly in vitro, is engaged in stabilizing the residual structure of the K18 itself, most probably in the coil 2B region. However, previous reports showed that tailless keratins still retain the ability to form IFs de novo (Bader et al., 1991; Hatzfeld and Weber, 1990a; Hatzfeld et al., 1987) . Coil 2B-tail contacts detected in our work in K18 may be dispensable because it is coil 1B that is crucial in construction of higher order oligomeric forms, due to the staggered nature of coil 2B in tetramers and ULFs.
In conclusion, our results point to a different or alternative role for head/tail regions that may be necessary to pre-form helical segments of coiled-coils via intra-molecular contacts and facilitate proper intermolecular coiled-coil pairing. At the tetramer stage, head and tail make other types of contacts. Indeed, it is assumed that during renaturation, the head domains are stalled through strong interactions of the head arginines with the rod. This view is supported by the fact that keratins K8 and K18, kept at 2 mM Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, will explosively form huge filamentous networks, when 23-mer "head"-peptides, are added in micromolar concentration (Herrmann et al., 2002) . This effect is strongly enhanced when the peptides are added in a dimeric form, as obtained by cysteine crosslinking at the C-terminal end. Thus, keratin filaments do massively form at "non-assembly" conditions, as soon as the heads are freed from their blocked status by the competitive interaction of the peptides.
The coiled-coil subdomains
The α-helical coiled-coil regions are the main anchoring segments directing the assembly of keratins into filaments (Hatzfeld and Weber, 1990b) . Specific regions of coil 1B and coil 2B are thought to be indispensable for stability for α-helical IF rods (Bragulla and Homberger, 2009 ). In the case of the K5/K14 keratin pair, these regions contained two coiled-coil trigger motifs, one in coil 1B, and the other in coil 2B (Wu et al., 2000) . Our data identified regions in K8 and K18, in which H-bonding networks are equally strong in all studied forms, from the unstable form of monomer in K18 to the heteromeric filament. These networks include the coil 1B region R 225 -L 235 in K8 and E 200 -L 210 in K18, and the coil 2B region E 355 -T 390 in K8 and R 325 -F 390 in K18. The last two directly precede the strictly conserved IF consensus motif YRKLLEGEE, which is critical for correct filament assembly (Herrmann and Aebi, 1998b; Herrmann et al., 2000) . These K8/K18 HDX-stable regions exactly match in sequence alignment the above-mentioned K5/K14 trigger motifs.
In K8, the strong protection of coil 1B covers its center in HROs but not in HMOs,
indicating the substantial flexibility of coil 1B in the HMO structure. In analogy, the motion of EPR spin probes located in the homodimeric vimentin central coil 1B residues A 169 -M 193 (corresponding to residues L 159 -I 183 in K8) was found to vary from moderate to strong despite well-defined intermolecular contacts (Hess et al., 2004) . Such relative flexibility at the center of coil 1B, indicated by the EPR study, was found here to be much more prominent in the case of K8 and K18 HMOs than HROs. EPR probes localized at the coil 2B Nterminus of vimentin showed restricted motion and intermolecular contacts (Hess et al., 2002) , indicating a coiled-coil structure in this region as corroborated for vimentin by X-ray crystallization. This region in our study showed the relatively weakest protection as compared to other parts of coil 2B. However, the level of protection in the N-terminal coil 2B is still significantly higher than in fully exposed regions, like head or tail, indicating entangled H-bonding in this region.
At the C-terminal part of coil 2B, the region of structural stability in filaments is shifted from its C-terminus, especially in K18, whereas the C-terminus itself remains only partly protected (Figure 3 ). This fragment contains the YRKLLEGEE IF-conserved sequence serving most probably as a helix-termination signal (Wu et al., 2000) . In general, the coiledcoil region is mostly stabilized upon transition from monomers/dimers to tetramers (Figure 9) because of expansion of the stable regions from the termini of coils 1B and 2B towards their central segments. The N-terminal part of coil 2B (both proteins) is an exception, as it retains relative flexibility even in filaments ( Figure 3A, B) . This region may be responsible for IF flexibility because IFs in vivo are known to be highly dynamic structures (Strelkov et al., 2003) . It is also known that the interaction with protein partners requires some rearrangements of the IF structure (Herrmann and Aebi, 2000) and even subunit exchange can be observed. Such flexibility is absent in actin microfilaments and tubulin microtubules but might be important functionally in IFs. In this context, single molecule studies carried out with vimentin coil 2B are striking. It has been demonstrated that forces needed to pull the coiled-coil structure apart is lower at the N-terminal and significantly higher in the Cterminal part (Ramm et al., 2014) .
Our experiments provided peptide-specific information about the structural stability of different protein subdomains with good sequence coverage along the protein sequence.
These data correlated well with known structural properties of keratins and elucidated new features: 1) strict compartmentalization of coil 2B into relatively protected C-terminal and relatively exposed N-terminal regions, revealing the molecular basis of keratin flexibility; 2)
indication of a folded-unfolded equilibrium in sequence regions (coil 1A), affecting not only tetramers but also filaments; and 3) identification of regions of different exchange patterns upon transition from tetramers to filaments. Of note, the highly conserved ends of the α-helical rod domains, representing the "IF consensus motifs" are stabilized by formation of
IFs. This stabilization is probably the result of their direct and strong physical interaction in the course of the "head-to-tail" overlap formation that mediates elongation (Kapinos et al., 2010) .
Conclusions
Our work presented here provides an analytical platform for further studies in which different types or variants of keratins, truncated or mutated, could be explored to advance our understanding of the intra-and intermolecular interactions, directing various phases of the complex transitions from monomers to filaments. In this way, further insight can be obtained into the structural changes relevant for the mechanism of keratin IF assembly.
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